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LHCb Upgrade

 Main objectives of the upgrade operation: 

 Increase the amount of data collected [9 

fb-1 (RUN 1&2) → 50 fb-1 (end of RUN 4)]

 Increase instantaneous luminosity 

[4·1032 cm-2s-1 → 2 ·1033 cm-2s-1]

 Replace the 1 MHz L0 hardware trigger 

with a software trigger with 40 MHz 

readout
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Upgrade Velo
- Existing Vacuum & Motion 

system.

- 40 MHz readout with custom 
developed VeloPix front end 
(up from 1 MHz for current 
VELO)

- Centre of the first pixel to the 
beamline 5 mm

- Dual phase CO2 cooling inside 
Si substrates with 
microchannels

- 3 different vacuum systems

CO2 preparation for detector

CO2 manifold inside 
isolation vacuum(3)

Detector vacuum(2)

Data/LV boards

Sensing/HV boards

LHC vacuum(1)
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Detector vacuum(2)

LHC vacuum(1)

RF Foil; 
- Separates detector and LHC vacuum, max difference 10 mbar
- Guides RF and beam current. 

Aside movement range
A&C side movement range
Cside movement range
Software limit before switch
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2 moveable sides each with 26 modules 
Each modules has 4 Velopix triples (12  velopix asics) which makes 40,894,464, by 55x55 µm pixels.
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Corrugation in beam region
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LHC beam
Ø7mm 

4x Sensor+3 Velopix
- First pixel at 5 mm from beam 

center.
- 12.5 mm pitch between A and 

Cside

4x Sensor+3 Velopix



Design
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2 foils, similar in design, but 
slots for modules shifted 12,5 
mm. 

0.5 mm thickness

Slots for module



Velo Module – RF foil clearance

IP

VeloPix Triplet
Microchannel cooling 
substrate
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Why we want a thinner foil

IP resolution simulated for different foil 

thicknesses.(2)

(1) LHCb-INT-2016-018 -- Bremsstrahlung Recovery of Electrons using MultivariateMethods
(2) LHCb-INT-2019-009, https://cds.cern.ch/record/2669097

Comparison of energy loss of electrons between the 

250 µm and 150 µm foils.(1) Proper time resolution for Bs->Dspi simulated events (2)
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https://cds.cern.ch/record/2146447/files/LHCb-INT-2016-018.pdf
https://cds.cern.ch/record/2669097


Milling

First studies 
from 

before 2010

Bigger 
prototypes

Half size 
prototype. Used 
to test all 
proceeding steps
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Milling

• Mill the outside roughly

• Mill the inside precise

• Put on a mold with wax

• Mill the outside precise. 

• Remove from the mold
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Dp between LHC and Detector vacuum

• Bigger deformation 
due to pressure 
difference (10mbar) 
with thinner foil. 

• Mostly in place where 
there are no modules. 
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Deformation in slot for module

• Etching did not gain 
extra tolerance since 
defromation is about 
the same as etched 
distance.
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Pressure tests vs displacements
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• Measurement were done on a CMM with

One baratron for the over pressure
the other for the absolute pressure



Applying equalization mask for etching
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Degreasing in NGL 1740 bath, in 
Etching NaOH, 5M, 

A masked is applied to make sure that 
the thin regions do not become to thin. 
A Projector is used to project the 
thickness profile onto the foil. 



Etching

The etching is broken up in differed steps. This 
gives:
- Better temperature control 
- Measurement of amount of Al taken away
- Thickness measurement
- Adjusting masks
- Adjusting etching time per step.
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Before and after etchin of thickness map

Before etching
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After etching



RF performances

https://indico.cern.ch/event/821098/attachments/1845404/3027502/brankoVELO_Entire_Project_Overview_130519.pptx11-May-21 18



Measuring while installed

• Measuring with a 
laser scanner. Vertical 
and horizontal lines 
differ 300 micron. 

• A new method is 
under development 
and the halve 
prototype
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Visual journey
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Ethcing the out side for NEG coating

• Etching with phosphonitric mixture , 20 min on each face by 
reorienting the box in the bath (to prepare for neg coating)

After Before
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People of the RF foil 

Nikhef:

- Krista de Roo, vacuum testing

- Willem Kuilman, milling

- Marko Kraan, documentation

- Martin Doets, design

- Tjeerd Ketel, Almost everything

- Wouter Hulsbergen, project planning

- Kazu Akiba, project planning & driving the foils

- Johan Kos (VU) , milling 

- Herman Boer Rookhuizen, advice

- Berend Munnike, 3d measurements and Torlon
coating

- Jesse van Dongen, Mechanical simulations 

- Johan Kos, milling prototype

- Freek Sanders, installation planning

CERN:

- Wolfgang Funk, project planning

- Raphael dumps, installation. 

- Marko Milovanovic, installation. 

- Marc Thiebert, surface treatment. 

- Pedro Costa Pinto, NEG coating

- Pierre Maurin, Etching of the foils

- Antonios Sapountzis, NEG coating

- Josef Sestak, vacuum support
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1. https://edms.cern.ch/ui/file/2331410/1.0/LHC-X8VELO-EC-0001-1-0.pdf

2. https://edms.cern.ch/document/2225850/3

3. https://www.nikhef.nl/pub/departments/mt/projects/lhcb-vertex/production/UpgradeRFbox/

4. https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLwq7iHj-JJf0VOj3MPTKQqF2VuIlhaZoj
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https://edms.cern.ch/ui/file/2331410/1.0/LHC-X8VELO-EC-0001-1-0.pdf
https://edms.cern.ch/document/2225850/3
https://www.nikhef.nl/pub/departments/mt/projects/lhcb-vertex/production/UpgradeRFbox/
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLwq7iHj-JJf0VOj3MPTKQqF2VuIlhaZoj
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